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the current drivers offered by the motherboard manufacturer may not be compatible with this
motherboard. you should update the drivers from your motherboard manufacturer or the device
manufacturer to achieve the greatest possible functionality. if the drivers that came with this
motherboard are not compatible, then the update will be required so that it may function to the
greatest effect. the update will include the latest revision for this motherboard. when not running at
full speed, the usb 2.0 ports on the emaxx emx-mcp61d3-icafe will actually consume more power
than they do when they are fully saturated. this is because the motherboard's current port status
led's, including the port power led's are capable of emitting more light at lower currents than at
higher ones. the result is that the led will be less noticeable while the motherboard is in use, but very
noticeable when the motherboard is not. the emaxx emx-mcp61d3-icafe uses a form of complex bios
technology which has been licensed from sapphire technologies. this feature allows you to link the
motherboard's post function to a specific key combination on the keyboard. in this way, the
motherboard can check your bios settings, the quality of your ram, and your cpu power supply. this
may not be of any use to you, but some users have tried it and found it to be useful. we would
advise against using this feature, and we would recommend that the bios settings are manually
adjusted rather than linked to a key combination, as the bios settings will work correctly without this
feature. the bios settings on the emaxx emx-mcp61d3-icafe is also linked to a key combination, so
you may only be able to change these settings manually.
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